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javascript function I have this small script with static menu and in sub menu I have two items which call javascript function.
function invoicenumber(txt) { alert(txt); } $(document).ready(function(){ $('#menu').menu(); }); The problems is when page is
loaded to have a menu of static menu items, which has this function and sub menu items which should call same javascript
function is not working. I know that my sub menu not working because of the function. My question is how to make the
javascript function which should be called in menu so its call function works in the script which is in sub menu. A: The function
invoicenumber isn't being called, because your script call is being called before the menu is generated. Either move the
invocation of the menu function inside your script, or move your function invocation to be on the same line as the script call.
$(document).ready(function(){ $('#menu').menu(); invoicenumber('blah'); }); The invention relates to a tool for cleaning a
surface, especially of a workpiece or structure on a substrate surface. In particular, the invention relates to cleaning of a surface
of a power transistor. Cleaning systems for surfaces of workpieces are used in a number of different industries. Such systems
utilize a gas or liquid/gas mixture to apply a force, referred to herein as a cleaning force, to clean the surface of a workpiece.
The cleaning force is created by a source of energy, generally either compressed gas or the recuperative energy of an electric
motor. U.S. Pat. No. 5,163,051 to the present inventor, discloses a cleaning system in which a compressed gas is energized to
produce a cleaning force. The cleaning system includes a cleaning tool having a gas channel around the gas discharge nozzle.
The gas channel receives compressed gas from a compressed gas system. The compressed gas energizes gas discharged from the
gas discharge nozzle. The cleaning 1cb139a0ed
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